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Abstract17
Conservation and management decision making in natural resources is challenging due to nu-18
merous uncertainties and unknowns, especially relating to understanding system dynamics.19
Adaptive resource management (ARM) is a formal process to making logical and transpar-20
ent recurrent decisions when there are uncertainties about system dynamics. Despite wide21
recognition and calls for implementing adaptive natural resource management, applications22
remain limited. More common is a reactive approach to decision making, which ignores23
future system dynamics. This contrasts with ARM, which anticipates future dynamics of24
ecological process and management actions using a model-based framework. Practitioners25
may be reluctant to adopt ARM because of the dearth of comparative evaluations between26
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ARM and more common approaches to making decisions. We compared the probability of27
meeting management objectives when managing a population under both types of decision28
frameworks, specifically in relation to typical uncertainties and unknowns. We use a popu-29
lation of sandhill cranes as our case study. We evaluate each decision process under varying30
levels of monitoring and ecological uncertainty, where the true underlying population dynam-31
ics followed a stochastic age-structured population model with environmentally driven vital32
rate density-dependence. We found that the ARM framework outperformed the currently33
employed reactive decision framework to manage sandhill cranes in meeting the population34
objective across an array of scenarios. This was even the case when the candidate set of35
population models contained only na¨ıve representations of the true population process. Un-36
der the reactive decision framework, we found little improvement in meeting the population37
objective even if monitoring uncertainty was eliminated. In contrast, if the population was38
monitored without error within the ARM framework, the population objective was always39
maintained, regardless of the population models considered. Contrary to expectation, we40
found that age-specific optimal harvest decisions are not always necessary to meet a pop-41
ulation objective when population dynamics are age-structured. Population managers can42
decrease risks and gain transparency and flexibility in management by adopting an ARM43
framework. If population monitoring data has high sampling variation and/or limited em-44
pirical knowledge is available for constructing mechanistic population models, ARM model45
sets should consider a range of mechanistic, descriptive, and predictive model types.46
47
Key-words: adaptive management; decision theory; Markov decision process; optimal deci-48
sion; population dynamics; population monitoring; population management; sandhill crane;49
age-structured; stochastic dynamic programming50
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Introduction51
Natural resource managers routinely make decisions in the face of many uncertainties (Holling52
1978; Kendall 2001; Regan et al. 2002). These decisions are often aimed at manipulating53
ecological systems, as a means to reach a specific state and/or to extract value from the54
system (e.g., non-consumptive or consumptive utility; Holling 1978). Ecological system55
dynamics are highly complex and thus making a decision that will lead to meeting objectives56
can be complicated (Holling 1978; Kendall 2001). Common sources of uncertainty include57
understanding of fundamental system processes, the effect of management actions on system58
processes, and even the current state of the system.59
Recurrent decisions add additional complexity because current decisions can affect60
the future state of the system and thus future decision making (Williams et al. 2007). How-61
ever, recurrent decision making also enables learning about system processes while manag-62
ing; learning explicitly decreases uncertainties associated with management, thus improving63
future decisions (Williams et al. 2007; Williams 2011a). Considering current and future de-64
cisions simultaneously with uncertain system dynamics, makes the decision process highly65
unintuitive and can benefit from a formal optimal decision process (Williams 2011a). The66
paradigm that outlines the process of making recurrent decisions in the face of uncertain-67
ties, with respect to explicit objectives and constraints, is adaptive resource management68
(ARM; Holling 1978; Walters 1986). ARM aims to recognize multiple types of uncertainties,69
such as monitoring uncertainty and partial controllability, but is primarily to improve future70
decisions by reducing uncertainty regarding system dynamics.71
ARM is a special case of structured decision making (Williams et al. 2007), which is72
a general framework for making informed decisions through a logical and transparent process73
(Gregory et al. 2012; Gerber et al. 2017). ARM’s appeal is its evidence-based approach to74
management (Walker 1998; Sutherland et al. 2004; Westgate et al. 2013). Despite much75
support for ARM and calls for its implementation (U.S. NABCI Committee 2007; Williams76
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et al. 2007; Wilson and Woodraw 2013), operational programs are uncommon (but see,77
Johnson et al. 1997; McGowan et al. 2015), but likely growing (Gannon et al. 2013; Westgate78
et al. 2013). One reason for the slow adoption or even resistance to ARM, and model-based79
decision making in general, could be that managers, stakeholders, and researchers desire80
explicit demonstrations that compare ARM to current management strategies to better81
understand realistic expectations (Hall and Fleishman 2010). Theoretical expectations are82
less meaningful than realistic demonstrations when making decisions about a public or valued83
resource.84
Adaptive management (as well as other model-based dynamic decision approaches) is85
an anticipatory approach, based on explicit predictions of system responses to management86
actions. A more common management strategy in natural resource is a reactive one, in87
which a decision (e.g., sport harvest or area closures due to breeding) is based on the current88
observed state of the system (e.g., population size) and does not formally evaluate trade-offs89
between decisions made immediately and those made in the future (Martin et al. 2009). Two90
common reactive strategies include taking conservation actions if the finite rate of population91
change (λ) is estimated to be less than 1.00 for a threatened animal population, or hunting of92
a game species is restricted or closed if the population size falls below a population objective93
threshold. In contrast, ARM takes an anticipatory strategy to balance trade-offs between94
decisions over some time frame to meet explicit objectives. When certain system states are95
highly undesirable (e.g., population decline of a threatened species), ARM guides the system96
away from these by anticipating possible environmental processes or decisions that could lead97
to them (Martin et al. 2009).98
ARM anticipates future system changes through a model-based framework. Hy-99
potheses of system dynamics are explicitly defined and used to anticipate future outcomes100
under potential management actions and environmental processes. Supporters of ARM often101
note that making decisions need not be impeded by a lack of consensus about our under-102
standing of system processes (Nichols and Williams 2006; Martin et al. 2009; Marescot et103
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al. 2013), because ARM enables learning about the system while managing. ARM naturally104
incorporates the philosophy of multiple working hypotheses (Chamberlin 1890) and updating105
the relative belief in hypotheses based on new monitoring information. But to do so mean-106
ingfully requires a well-designed monitoring program that estimates appropriate parameters,107
relevant to management objectives (Nichols and Williams 2006; Kendall and Moore 2012). A108
logical and unanswered question is whether the likelihood of meeting management objectives109
is better or worse when making decisions based on a potentially ‘poor’ set of models and/or110
monitoring data in an ARM framework, compared to decisions from a non model-based, re-111
active approach to management. By ‘poor’, we mean models that are either relatively simple112
compared to the likely ecological process, due to limited available empirical knowledge, or113
monitoring data are highly influenced by sampling variability, such that the true state of the114
system may be observed with error. Both issues are common throughout natural resource115
management and conservation biology.116
Our objective is to evaluate an anticipatory approach to optimal decision making117
under ARM relative to that of a more common reactive decision strategy in meeting man-118
agement objectives for wild animal populations. We do so using the example of the Rocky119
Mountain Population (RMP) of sandhill cranes (Antigone canadensis); the RMP exempli-120
fies a population that is managed reactively, with annual decisions about allowable harvest.121
Knowledge of RMP population dynamics is sufficient to specify basic population models,122
but there is a known knowledge gap of vital rate variability and population structure. More-123
over, annual population monitoring data is characterized by considerable sampling variability124
(Gerber and Kendall 2017), such that the true state of the system may be obscured, and125
there is no current information to correct these observations.126
We compare these two decision strategies using a simulation approach, where the127
true population dynamics are governed by a stochastic age-structured population model with128
vital rate density-dependence coupled to environmental variability. Common to population129
management programs, there is an explicit objective for the RMP to maintain a population130
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of sandhill cranes within a specific range; the RMP objective is to maintain the population131
within 17,000 and 21,000. Sport harvest is the primary mechanism for maintaining this132
objective. We compare the potential for an ARM versus reactive framework to meet this133
management objective under a variety of scenarios that vary by structural and monitoring134
uncertainty. Structural uncertainty represents the uncertainty with regard to the true pro-135
cesses governing sandhill crane dynamics (represented by different population models), while136
monitoring uncertainty is due to error in observations of the true population size, or the age-137
structure is unknown and has to be assumed. Here, we focus on a situation where there138
is no information to correct for uncertainty of our observed population size. By comparing139
scenarios with different types of uncertainty (i.e., structural, monitoring), we can understand140
the relative value of eliminating one or multiple uncertainties in meeting the population ob-141
jective. We use as our measure of success the probability of meeting the population objective142
across different scenarios.143
We use harvest of a long-lived, age-structured bird as an example, while our find-144
ings will more generally help conservation and management organizations adopt appropriate145
frameworks for decision making, depending on the state of knowledge of the system and ro-146
bustness of current monitoring. Results will also clarify the connections among hypotheses,147
predictive models, monitoring, and the potential for and utility of learning about population148
dynamics within ARM. Organizations using ARM, are considering adopting ARM, or cur-149
rently managing populations via a reactive decision process will find our results especially150
pertinent.151
Methods and materials152
Sandhill crane life-history and management153
Sandhill cranes are large, vocal, birds that are admired as an icon throughout North Amer-154
ica (Gerber et al. 2014). They are protected and managed in the United States under the155
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918, which aims to balance the use and conservation of mi-156
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gratory bird species. As with many migratory bird species in North America, populations157
are defined according to breeding area affiliation and managed according to plans outlined158
by state agencies and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Pacific Flyway Council and Central159
Flyway Council 2016). Management objectives vary by population and are based on eco-160
logical and societal values, which for most large crane populations, includes sport harvest.161
Sport harvest provides recreational opportunities and is intended to mitigate agricultural162
crop damage from cranes, which can be considerable (Gerber et al. 2014). Harvest deci-163
sions are made annually and pertain to the entire population throughout their range (Pacific164
Flyway Council and Central Flyway Council 2016).165
Life history characteristics of sandhill cranes include an average clutch size of 1.9166
(see Gerber et al. 2014), high annual adult survival (>0.92 Drewien et al. 1995, 2001), and167
first attempted breeding by 2-3 years of age with most productive birds greater than 7-8168
years of age (Drewien et al. 2001; Tacha et al. 1989). Sandhill cranes have the lowest known169
juvenile recruitment of any sport-harvested bird in North America (Drewien et al. 1995),170
which for the RMP is driven by climate, such as drought reducing the quality or quantity of171
breeding wetlands (Gerber et al. 2015).172
RMP monitoring and harvest decision making173
The RMP is monitored annually via a fall pre-migratory staging area population survey174
that started in 1997 and results in an aggregated count (C); the survey is coordinated across175
federal and state agencies and includes aerial and ground counts throughout the breeding176
area states (Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho; Pacific Flyway Council and Cen-177
tral Flyway Council 2016; Kruse and Dubovsky 2015). There is no additional information178
collected to adjust C for potential biases: flocks could be missed or double-counted due to179
survey duration and migration timing, and surveyed flocks could be undercounted due to180
visibility or counting bias. Moreover, the survey is an attempt at a total count, providing181
no basis for estimating its variance. Since 1972, an annual recruitment survey has been con-182
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ducted to estimate the proportion of juveniles (< 1 year old) in the population (Pt) during183
the fall migration, where >90% of the population stops over in the San Luis valley (SLV) of184
south-central Colorado. The current harvest allocation for the entire RMP is based on the185
following prescriptive function (Pacific Flyway Council and Central Flyway Council 2016),186
Ht = g(C3t, P3t, R, L) =

0 , C3t < 15, 000
C3t × P3t ×R× L× ( Ct16,000)3 , C3t ≥ 15, 000
(1)
where Ht is the number of hunting permits allocated in year t, C3t is an index to the187
population based on smoothing the annual fall pre-migratory population counts (C3t =188
Ct−3+Ct−2+Ct−1
3
), P3t is an index to juvenile production as measured by smoothing the pro-189
portion of juveniles in the population (P3t =
Pt−3+Pt−2+Pt−1
3
), R is an estimated recruitment190
of fledged chicks to breeding adults (R = 0.5), and L is an estimated retrieval rate of cranes191
shot by hunters (L = 0.8, thus 20% crippling loss). Population counts and the proportion192
of juveniles are smoothed to reduce variation caused by poor counts or estimates in any193
given year. This function is structured to harvest a total number of individuals that is some194
proportion of the number of juvenile birds in the population, scaling this proportion based195
on whether the population index is below, within, or above a population threshold. The aim196
is to maintain the population within the management objective of between 17,000-21,000197
cranes198
An increase in either P3t or C3t increases allowable number of hunting permits non-199
linearly (Appendix S1: Figs. S1 and S2). Between 1997 and 2014, the allowable harvest200
for the RMP, as determined by function g (Eqn. 1), averaged 1132 (range, 632-1970). This201
translated into an estimated mean annual realized harvest of 852 (range, 446-1392; Kruse and202
Dubovsky 2015). Because of generally consistent conditions within the RMP, the allowable203
harvest has not varied as much as it could, thus leaving questions as to how Eqn. 1 will204
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operate under a sizable range of possible future conditions (Appendix S1: Figs. S1 and S2).205
Adaptive management framework206
An alternative approach to the RMP’s reactive decision framework is an anticipatory ARM207
framework that uses explicit population models and decision theory to identify the optimal208
harvest policy to meet long-term management objectives. To evaluate the probability of209
meeting the management objective under these decision frameworks, we can suppose a sand-210
hill crane population operates according to known demographic processes, specified using a211
stochastic population model (i.e., defined as the Generating Model throughout), which is be-212
ing managed under a reactive or ARM decision process. For the ARM framework, managers213
can specify competing population models that are used for optimal policy identification and214
learning. To evaluate each decision process, including alternative sets of population models215
within ARM, we can compare the probability of meeting our long-term management objec-216
tives under each framework; in addition, for each type of decision framework, we can compare217
scenarios with different combinations of structural and monitoring uncertainty, along with a218
defined decision framework to understand the value of eliminating uncertainties, singularly219
or in combination.220
ARM decision process221
To outline an adaptive management framework for sandhill cranes, we consider multiple222
competing population models that can predict crane populations in year t+ 1 based on the223
population in the current year t and a harvest decision (Ht). Competing models represent224
alternative hypotheses about population dynamics (i.e., due to structural uncertainty). By225
summarizing these models as a discrete Markov process (i.e., population transitions depend226
only on the current population state and harvest decision), we can evaluate an optimal state-227
dependent harvest management policy using stochastic dynamic programming (Marescot et228
al. 2013). In other words, we can calculate the optimal set of harvest decisions for all229
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potential total population sizes that will meet our long-term objectives, choosing a specific230
harvest quota based on the current population size (i.e., current state of the system). Note,231
that the decision process is in regards to population state transitions (i.e., total population232
size), while the population dynamics and some population models (described below) are age-233
specific, referring to specific age-classes that have different relative influence on the dynamics.234
We outline the six essential elements of our Markov-decision problem (Marescot et al.235
2013) by first specifying our objective to follow the RMP management plan (Pacific Flyway236
Council and Central Flyway Council 2016): to maintain a population between 17,000 and237
21,000 in perpetuity. Second, we define a vector of possible states of the population, from238
10,000-40,000 cranes at an interval of 500. Third, we define a vector of possible actions as239
harvest from 0-4000 at an interval of 100. Fourth, we create an array to define the probability240
of transitioning from the current state (Nt) to a population state in year t+ 1 (Nt+1), based241
on a harvest decision (Ht;P (Nt+1|Nt, Ht)). We calculate these transition probabilities by242
simulating from hypothesized population models (see Population Models and Simulation243
Setup); the simulated distribution is discretized using the defined possible states. Therefore,244
for each model we predict the future possible population states under all possible harvest245
decisions. For each year t, we incorporate model uncertainty by assigning model weights,246
representing the relative belief in the ability of each model to predict crane population247
dynamics. Model weights are updated with each harvest decision and annual observation248
of the population by evaluating the discrepancy between the prediction of each model and249
the observed population (see Learning). We then use a weighted average of the predicted250
transition probabilities across all models and under alternative harvest decisions, where the251
weighting is based on each model weight. Fifth, we define the utility function, representing252
our management/population objective, for each year t (also called a reward function; Eqn.253
2) that represents the desirability of a resulting state over time,254
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U(Nt)t =

1 , 17, 000 ≤ Nt ≤ 21, 000
0 , otherwise
(2)
The utility function states that for any year the population meets our objective (17, 000 ≤255
Nt ≤ 21, 000), we assign a one and if it doesn’t, we assign a zero. This allows us to use256
an optimization process to find the decision that will maximize the number of one’s we257
obtain. Note that we only give utility to the ensuing state of the population and not to258
the harvest resulting from the action. The sixth element is calculating the optimal policy,259
which indicates the optimal harvest decision for each possible population state. A decision260
is optimal when it is expected to best satisfy the objectives over time. Solving stochastic261
Markov-decision problems can be done using a number of algorithms (Marescot et al. 2013).262
We use our utility function with our weighted averaged transition probability array, and the263
vector of possible harvest actions, to derive the optimal policy via dynamic programming264
using the policy iteration algorithm implemented in the R package ‘MDPtoolbox’ (Chade`s265
et al. 2013). Because we are interested in sustaining the population in perpetuity, we solve266
for the optimal policy for an infinite time horizon with virtually no depreciation in the future267
value of meeting our population objective (i.e., the discount factor was nearly one at 0.9999;268
the small difference from one was to ensure optimization convergence). Based on the goals269
of the RMP management plan, there is no justification for discounting future populations.270
Learning271
Learning about the relative predictive merit of crane population models occurs by updating272
model weights sequentially by year. This is done by evaluating the discrepancy between the273
prediction of each model using the current population state (Nt) and implemented harvest274
decision (Ht), with that of an observation of the population in the following year (Nt+1; Eqn.275
3). The weight of model i is updated using Bayes Theorem,276
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P (Modeli,t+1|Nt+1) = P (Nt+1|Modeli)×P (Modeli,t)∑n
j=1 P (Modelj,t)×P (Nt+1|Modelj,t) .
(3)
The P (Modeli,t) is the model weight of Modeli,t in the previous year and P (Nt+1|Modeli)277
is the probability density of the observed population size, given the predicted distribution278
of Nt+1 under Model i. We estimate this probability by assuming that predictions under a279
given model follow a Normal distribution and use the probability density function to calcu-280
late the probability of the observed population size (Nt+1), given the mean and variance of281
the predicted distribution of Model i. We use this approach because it provides a comparable282
measure across different types of models, which may or may not be fit using likelihood theory.283
We investigated alternative approaches and found using the Normal distribution straightfor-284
ward and appropriate because predictive distributions were symmetric and unimodal. This285
would have not been appropriate if our populations approached zero, but this was not the286
case. More so, we found using the relative frequency from the predictive distribution led to287
issues of dropping models from the model set because an observed population size outside288
the predictive distribution would have a weight of zero. Rather, the Normal distribution289
allowed a continuous probability density over the entire real number line (x ∈ R).290
Our approach to learning is passive (Kendall 2001; Williams 2011b), such that the291
optimization focus is exclusively on meeting our management objective rather than the292
value of learning; however, learning still occurs, but as a by-product of the iterative decision293
process. This is in contrast to an active process to learning, where we anticipate the effect294
of the decision on resolving model uncertainty (Williams 2011b). The learning process is295
relative (comparative) among models, and therefore conditional on the quality of the model296
set. If models represent clear hypotheses about the system, updating weights provide a297
process to shift support for each hypotheses based on new monitoring data. However, it is298
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rarely justifiable to assume the model set contains a model that represents the true population299
dynamics. Thus, an alternative focus on learning would be to identify a model or average300
model set that provides robust predictions to make decisions that lead to meeting objectives.301
In contrast, there is no formal learning within the reactive decision process because there302
is no set of models to compare; learning is more general, such as how the population may303
change as a response to harvest.304
Population Models and Simulation Setup305
Simulation workflow306
To evaluate the reactive and ARM decision frameworks, we outline a simulation process307
that considers a wide range of potential crane population dynamics. The simulation has308
three fundamental elements, 1) a Generating Model that produces age-structured population309
dynamics coupled with environmentally driven vital rate density-dependence based on a310
stochastic carrying capacity, 2) a monitoring process that determines whether the population311
in each year can be observed perfectly or with error and whether the age-structure is observed312
or only the total population size, and 3) a decision process which either uses ARM or the313
reactive RMP process (Eqn. 1.; Box 1). For both decision frameworks, harvest decisions are314
made annually for the total population size, which affects the population trajectory from315
the Generating Model. Therefore, despite age-structured population dynamics, decisions316
are made without explicit consideration of the age-structure. To incorporate structural317
uncertainty in ARM, we consider model sets that include all or a subset of six alternative318
models, which may also include the Generating Model. When only the total population319
size is observed, an assumption about the age-structure is required to make predictions with320
age-specific population models. Ignorance of population age-structure is common for many321
species, as it is often logistically infeasible or cost prohibitive to estimate it directly (Gerber322
and Kendall 2016). More so, population models either make an assumption about the323
carrying capacity or do not incorporate it at all. This provides a realistic situation in which324
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environmental variation causes density-dependent effects, but we can not accommodate such325
dynamics because data on carrying capacity is unavailable or unknowable.326
The Generating Model327
Representative of a long-lived, age-structured population, we define the ‘true’ sandhill crane328
population dynamics to follow a stochastic, density-dependent population model with age-329
structure. Ages are defined from zero to eight, where the eighth age includes all individuals330
that are eight or older. Currently available crane data do not support a fully empirical331
parameterization of such a model. We thus use empirical estimates of sandhill crane vital332
rates (i.e., survival, fecundity, breeding proportion) coupled with simple functional equations333
(i.e., non-mechanistic) to define density-dependent processes to capture the general dynamics334
of a highly age-structured population in a changing environment. Our aim is not to mimic335
sandhill population dynamics per se, or limit population dynamics to only what has been336
observed, but to capture a wide range of potential conditions that is feasible for a long-lived337
vertebrate, including population stability, increase, and decrease, as well as changing age-338
structure. This approach allows us to fully consider the benefits of each type of decision339
process.340
All vital rates at or near carrying capacity are defined based on empirical findings341
from the RMP. Survival parameters are age-specific (Sk for age k) and based on estimates342
from a 23-year mark-resight study (Kendall, W.L., and Drewien, R.C., unpublished data).343
Fecundity is the average number of young per pair observed over 40 years (Drewien 2011).344
Only older individuals ≥ 5 years old can breed, while most production comes from indi-345
viduals ≥ 8 years old (Gerber et al. 2014); these individuals have the highest probability346
of breeding, which declines with younger ages (Drewien, R.C., unpublished data). Realized347
harvest (f(Hk,t, Nk,t) for age k and year t) is compensated up to natural mortality (i.e., non-348
harvest mortality determined by the survival parameters; see Appendix S2), as suggested by349
empirical results (Kendall, W.L., and Drewien, R.C., unpublished data; Gerber and Kendall350
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2017); the realized harvest is equal to the annual allocated harvest from the decision process351
(see Discussion and Appendix S2 for comments on partial controllability).352
Vital rates (survival, fecundity, breeding proportion) are assumed to be affected353
by changing environmental conditions, characterized as the annual carrying capacity (Kt;354
Fig. 1a; Appendix S2). The carrying capacity represents all the ecological conditions which355
are needed to support the population and is annually stochastic, to incorporate realistic356
annual changes in environmental conditions. We consider the carrying capacity to be ini-357
tially stable and set at the approximate population size of the RMP for the last two decades358
(20,000; Gerber 2015); it then stochastically increases for several decades and then declines359
for several decades back to the initial capacity (Fig. 1a; Appendix S2). We do so to con-360
sider the performance of each decision framework across a stable, increasing, and declining361
population. Harvest decisions (t = 21 to 100) occur over all three environmental epochs362
to understand potential sensitivities of ARM or the reactive decision process. Functional363
equations are used to define vital rate density dependence based on theoretical and empir-364
ical population processes (Eberhardt 2002), such that vital rates are negatively affected by365
increasing population size in the following order, 1) juvenile survival, 2) proportion of breed-366
ers, 3) reproductive rate, and 4) adult survival. Non-vital rate parameters included in the367
density-dependent functions listed below are not based on empirical estimates, but are used368
to merely force this order of how density dependence effects the population dynamics.369
Parameters are noted in italic, while density-dependent functions and statistical370
distributions are not. Density-dependent functions for the proportion of breeding individuals371
and per capita fecundity are described as (PrBreed = 0.25 and Fecundity = 1.24; Fig. 1b,372
1c),373
PropBreeding(PrBreed,Nt, Kt) =

PrBreed ,Nt/Kt < 4/5
PrBreed+ 0.16− 0.2×Nt/Kt , otherwise
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and374
Fecundity(Fecundity,Nt, Kt) =

Fecundity ,Nt/Kt < 1
Fecundity + 0.7− 0.7×Nt/Kt , otherwise.
All survival parameters are stochastic (see Appendix S2). We assumed baseline juvenile375
survival (1st year, S1,t) follows a Beta distribution with a mean of 0.73 and variance of 0.07376
(Fig. 1d), which is affected by the population size as,377
JuvSDD(S1,t, Nt, Kt) =

S1,t , Nt/Kt < 3/4
S1,t − (0.7×Nt/Kt)3 , otherwise.
Adult survival (S2−8,t) is defined similarly, where the mean of Sk,t for k = 2 to 8 is 0.80, 0.90,378
0.93, 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, respectively, while the variances are 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.02,379
0.01, 0.01, respectively. An alternative density-dependence function is used, where adult380
survival is less negatively affected than juvenile survival (Fig. 1d; Eberhardt 2002),381
AdultSDD(S2−8, Nt, Kt) =

Sk,t , Nt/Kt < 1.5
Sk,t + 0.3− (0.1×Nt/Kt)1/2 , otherwise.
The generating population model is defined following the population size of each age k in382
year t (Nk,t), the number of breeders (zk,t), and survival probability (Sk),383
z8,t+1 ∼ Binom (N8,t+1,PropBreeding(PrBreed,Nt, Kt))
z7,t+1 ∼ Binom (N7,t+1,PropBreeding(PrBreed/2, Nt, Kt))
z6,t+1 ∼ Binom (N6,t+1,PropBreeding(PrBreed/3, Nt, Kt))
z5,t+1 ∼ Binom (N5,t+1,PropBreeding(PrBreed/5, Nt, Kt))
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N1,t+1 ∼ Poisson
(
8∑
i=5
Fecundity(Fecundity,Nt, Kt)
2
× zi,t+1
)
N2,t+1 ∼ Binom (N1,t, S1,t)− f(H1,t, N1,t)
N3,t+1 ∼ Binom (N2,t, S2,t)− f(H2,t, N2,t)
N4,t+1 ∼ Binom (N3,t, S3,t)− f(H3,t, N3,t)
N5,t+1 ∼ Binom (N4,t, S4,t)− f(H4,t, N4,t)
N6,t+1 ∼ Binom (N5,t, S5,t)− f(H5,t, N5,t)
N7,t+1 ∼ Binom (N6,t, S6,t)− f(H6,t, N6,t)
N8,t+1 ∼ Binom (N7,t, S7,t) + Binom (N8,t, S8,t)− f(H7,t, N7,t)− f(H8,t, N8,t)
Nt+1 =
∑
∀k
Nk,t+1
384
Monitoring uncertainty385
Regardless of the decision process (reactive or ARM), it is common to only observe a count386
of the population (Countt), rather than the true abundance (Nt). In the below section387
(Scenarios), we consider simulation scenarios where, in any given year, the population may388
be over- or under-counted as,389
log(Countt) ∼ Normal(log(Nt), 0.07), (4)
where the observational variation (0.07) was estimated from the RMP monitoring data (Ger-390
ber and Kendall 2017). Thus, in an ARM framework, models predict the population in year391
t+1, and models are updated using the observed Countt rather than the true population size392
(Nt). As such, the optimal decision process is based on potentially incorrect information.393
There is no correction within the decision process, such as when using partially observable394
Markov decision processes, which recognizes the reality that many monitoring programs ob-395
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serve data with error and can’t account for it. This is the case for RMP sandhill cranes and396
numerous other migratory birds (Gerber and Kendall 2017). For scenarios where the popu-397
lation is observed with error and the reactive decision process is employed, harvest decision398
making (Eqn. 1) is done using Countt instead of Nt.399
ARM Alternative Population Models400
Parameterizing a highly structured population model like the Generating model will not be401
feasible for most species and populations. Empirical studies and monitoring sources are sim-402
ply too limited to do so, despite the knowledge that populations are often highly structured403
(by age or life stage), variable, and vital rates depend on density-dependent relationships.404
However, within ARM, any model that can predict the future population state, given the405
current state (Nt, or Ct) and harvest decision (Ht) could be considered; this includes mecha-406
nistic or descriptive models (e.g., regression models), simple or complex models that range in407
degree of integrated parameters, or purely predictive models that include no representation408
of processes (e.g., time-series models; Nichols et al. 2001). We consider a variety of common409
population models to be used to predict future population states within the ARM process.410
These models are typically considered in research and management. We consider a variety411
of these model types to balance the strengths and limitations of each to potentially achieve412
a model set that can provide useful predictions over a wide range of conditions. Within the413
ARM framework, we considered six different predictive population models. In the below414
section (Scenarios), we outline simulation scenarios that use different combinations of these415
six models within an ARM model set, which may or not also include the Generating model.416
Models incorporating data beyond the monitoring of total population size (Nt) and417
proportion of juveniles in the population (see Model 2), are not updated within each year418
of the simulation. As with many wildlife monitoring programs, such as the RMP sandhill419
cranes, new annual information about the population is limited. Information about vital420
rate parameters, such as age-specific survival, are assumed to come from a separate study421
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that is not part of regular annual monitoring.422
423
Model 1424
Model 1 is an autoregressive time-series model; it incorporates a 1st order Markov process,425
where the population in year t + 1 (Nt+1) depends on an intercept β0, the autocorrelation426
parameter ρ, the previous year’s population (Nt, which may be observed with error, depend-427
ing on the scenario), the number of birds harvested (Ht), and noise (), which has a mean428
of zero and variance of σ2,429
Nt+1 = β0 + ρ× (Nt −Ht) + t
t ∼ Normal(0, σ2).
430
Within the simulation, the model is fit at each time step with the available data (Ht and431
N1:t, where t is the current year within the simulation) to estimate the unknown parame-432
ters, β0, ρ, and  and project the population a single time step. This was done using the R433
package ‘FitAR’ (McLeod and Zhang 2008). We considered harvest to be additive to natural434
mortality.435
436
Model 2437
Model 2 is a discrete logistic growth model, defined as,438
Nt+1 = Nt + r ×Nt
(
1− Nt
Kt
)
−Ht.439
This model assumes Kt is fixed at 30,000, recognizing that estimating carrying capacity is440
often infeasible. The intrinsic growth rate (r) is defined based on juvenile recruitment (Pt)441
and differential survival of juveniles and adults (Appendix S2). Survival parameters are442
stochastic and defined via probability distributions, while Pt is data that is observed annu-443
ally. As such, in every time step, r changes based on the realized survival probabilities and444
the observed juvenile recruitment. We considered harvest to be additive to natural mortality.445
446
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Models 3 and 4447
Model 3 is a density-independent five age stochastic population model, where harvest mor-448
tality is additive. The fifth age represents all individuals that are five or older. Model 4 is449
the same population model but harvest is compensated for all ages up to natural mortality.450
Survival is stochastic with means for ages 1, 2, and 3-5 as 0.85, 0.94, and 0.96, respectively.451
Thus, survival rates are similar to the Generating Model near the carrying capacity, but not452
equivalent; fecundity of individuals ≥ 5 years old is equivalent to the fecundity of individuals453
≥ 8 years old of the Generating Model. In both models, only individuals ≥ 5 breed and only454
a proportion of them annually produce young (Appendix S2).455
456
Model 5457
Model 5 is the Generating Model, except harvest is assumed to be additive to mortality,458
rather than compensated up to natural mortality.459
460
Model 6461
Model 6 is a moving three-year average (MTYA) estimator, Nt+1 =
Nt−2+Nt−1+Nt
3
−Ht, where462
t is the most current year. Stochasticity is incorporated by assuming each count is observed463
from a Normal distribution with the count as the mean and an assumed standard deviation of464
0.07, which was estimated from the RMP monitoring data (Gerber and Kendall 2017). This465
estimator is often used to smooth counts in population monitoring of migratory birds and466
threatened populations (Gerber and Kendall 2017). We considered harvest to be additive to467
natural mortality.468
Scenarios469
We consider nine simulation scenarios that vary in their combinations of elements (i.e.,470
structural, monitoring, and decision framework; Table 1). For each scenario, a population471
trajectory from the Generating Model is simulated 1000 times with an initial 20 year period472
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without harvest, followed by an 80-year period with harvest (t = 21 to 100; Box 1). Pop-473
ulation trajectories are initialized with 20,000 cranes with an age-structure biased towards474
older individuals (age proportions = [0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.66]), representing475
the general conditions of the RMP (Gerber 2015). We consider a set of scenarios with differ-476
ing combinations of types of uncertainty so that we can explore how singular and multiple477
uncertainties affect meeting our population objective and harvest decisions (Table 1).478
Scenarios 1-6 provide a balanced set to evaluate how different sources of uncertainty479
(singularly and multiple) affect meeting the population objective when monitoring the total480
population size with and without error, choosing an ARM or reactive decision framework,481
and considering structural uncertainty with and without the true model (i.e., Generating482
Model). Scenarios 1-4 use ARM for making harvest decisions, but vary by whether the483
model set includes the Generating Model and a close variant (Model 5) and whether the484
population is observed with or without error; these scenarios involve only observing total485
population size (similar to the current RMP monitoring) and require assumptions about the486
age-structure. Similar to the current situation with the RMP, we assume the age-structure487
was estimated once and represents the best available data. Thus, age-structured population488
models use this age-structure and the observed population size within the simulation to make489
predictions. Scenarios 5 and 6 use the reactive decision framework, such that there is no490
model set or assumptions of age-structure, but vary by whether the population is observed491
with error or not.492
We also include a posthoc scenario (7), which mimics scenario 4, except that the493
model set does not include Model 1; preliminary results indicated the dominance of this494
model, and thus we were interested in understanding whether removing it from the model set495
would lead to drastically different model averaged population predictions and thus a different496
probability of meeting the objective. Lastly, we consider two baseline scenarios, where the497
population size and structure are monitored without error and the model set includes the498
Generating Model (scenario 8) and when the only model considered is the Generating Model499
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(scenario 9). Scenario 8 allows us to understand the benefits of eliminating all uncertainties500
(not including the variability caused by stochasticity), except which model is best (i.e.,501
structural uncertainty), and to characterize the rate of learning that is possible when an ideal502
monitoring process is in place and the true model is hypothesized. Scenario 9 captures the503
best case, where there is no uncertainty in the monitoring process, the decision framework,504
or which model is most appropriate; this provides a baseline of what is possible when optimal505
decisions are made at the total population level for an age-structured population, rather than506
age-specific optimal decisions (Hauser et al. 2006). Hauser et al. (2006) make a compelling507
argument that managing a population with significant stage/age-structure is complicated508
by transient non-linear dynamics (Gerber and Kendall 2016), such that meeting population509
objectives might require making age-specific optimal decisions, rather than optimal decisions510
at the total population, which can’t control for transient dynamics. While Scenario 9 takes511
into account the true age-structure, optimal decisions are made at the total population level512
and not individual ages, thus transient dynamics and especially population momentum could513
lead to trajectories above or below the population objective. We see this as an important514
distinction as it recognizes that age-specific harvesting of sandhill cranes and many other515
hunted species is not realistically achievable.516
We compare scenarios by investigating the expected (i.e., averaged) probability of517
meeting the population objective (average proportion of years where the true population518
lies between 17,000-21,000) over the 80 years harvest decisions are made. Additionally, we519
characterize the best and worst possible outcomes of a scenario by calculating the maximum520
and minimum annual probability of meeting the population objective. Although not an521
explicit objective, we also report differences in expected annual harvest over the years.522
The value of eliminating uncertainties523
We use a value of information approach to consider eliminating all or partial uncertainty in524
regards to making harvest decisions (see, Yokota and Thompson 2004, Johnson et al. 2014).525
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Specifically, we compare results across scenarios to understand the value of eliminating the526
different types of uncertainties associated with making decisions (i.e., monitoring, structural,527
decision framework), in terms of meeting the management objective. We do so by quantify-528
ing the difference in the expected probability of meeting the management objective between529
scenarios 1-8 versus scenario 9, where there are no uncertainties (All Uncertainties). Thus,530
we are specifically quantifying the expected change in meeting the population objective when531
all uncertainties have been eliminated (∆All). If the change in the expected probability of532
meeting the population objective is zero, there is no value in eliminating the uncertainties,533
in terms of meeting the population objective. To understand the value of eliminating one or534
more uncertainties, but not all uncertainties (Partial Uncertainties), we compare scenarios535
1 through 8 with each other, which include different combinations of types of uncertainties.536
Thus, we calculate the difference in expected probability of meeting the management objec-537
tives between these scenarios (∆Partial). Higher values indicate a greater value of eliminating538
uncertainties, in regard to meeting the management objective. Note that we are calculating539
the expected difference of meeting the management objective across all three epochs (sta-540
ble, increasing, and declining population) to obtain an overall assessment of the different541
scenarios under these three important periods of population change.542
For the purposes of these calculations, we consider the choice of decision framework543
as a source of uncertainty. In addition, we also investigate how reducing uncertainty affects544
annual harvest, which is an important outcome, but not an explicit management objec-545
tive; it does not influence the value of information, but is useful to understand population546
trajectories.547
Results548
ARM decision framework549
We found ARM scenarios (scenarios 1-4, 7-9) varied substantially in their expected annual550
probability of maintaining the RMP objective, by whether the population was observed with551
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error (scenarios 1, 4, 7) or was observed without error (scenarios 2-3, 8, 9; Table 1, Figs. 2,552
3). The expected probability of maintaining the population objective over the duration of553
harvest when the population was observed with error ranged from 0.74 to 0.88, while the554
minimum values ranged from 0.43 to 1.00 (Table 1). The expected annual probability of555
meeting the objective was lowest under the posthoc scenario (7), while the lowest minimum556
probability of meeting the objective was with scenario 1. Scenarios where the population557
was observed with error led to differences in the extent of populations going below or above558
the objective, depending on the model set.559
In all scenarios where the population was monitored without error (scenarios 2-3, 8,560
9), we found the minimum annual probability of maintaining the population objective was561
0.98 (Table 1). Of the scenarios that did not include the Generating Model for predictions,562
these consistently met the population objectives (see Learning). The overall expected annual563
harvest varied among scenarios (range, 635-818; Table 1). When there was no monitoring564
or structural uncertainty (scenario 9), such that the only model considered was the Gener-565
ating Model (Fig. 2), the probability of meeting the objective was always 1.00. Despite not566
having age-specific optimal harvest decisions under scenario 9, the annual predictions were567
highly accurate (Fig. 3); the expected annual harvest was found to vary from 391 to 1363,568
corresponding to the changes in carrying capacity and thus the effects of density-dependence569
on vital rates.570
Learning571
We found that when the population was observed with error, Model 1 (autoregressive time-572
series model) accumulated weight quickly and completely (scenarios 1 and 4; Fig. 4). This573
led to adequate performance overall in meeting the population objective (Table 1). How-574
ever, it performed worst when the carrying capacity increased, such that Model 1 did not575
respond quickly, allowing the population to move beyond the upper population objective576
because harvest was not adequately increased during this time period (Fig. 3). By removing577
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Model 1 in our posthoc scenario (7), we found that Model 2 (logistic growth model) slowly578
accumulated most of the weight and performed similarly to Model 1. Model 1 appeared to579
dominate Model 2 because of its larger prediction variance.580
When the population was observed without error, the model set and whether age-581
structure was assumed or known had an important impact on which models accrued weight.582
But, the differences did not affect the probability of meeting the objective, which was almost583
always 1.00. When we assumed the age-structure and neither the Generating Model nor its584
variant (Model 5) were in the set (scenario 3), Model 3 (5-age population model) mostly585
dominated (Fig. 4). When the population size was observed without error and the model586
set included the Generating Model and Model 5, the Generating Model quickly accumulated587
almost all model weight. However, while this was maintained throughout when the popula-588
tion structure was known annually (scenario 8), its weight quickly declined as the carrying589
capacity did when the population structure was assumed (scenario 2).590
Reactive decision framework591
We found that making harvest decisions based on the reactive framework (scenarios 5 and592
6) led to the lowest expected probability of meeting the management objective, which was593
still relatively high at 0.72 and 0.77, respectively; these scenarios led to the highest overall594
expected annual harvest. Scenarios 5 and 6 also led to the lowest minimum annual prob-595
ability of meeting the population objective (<0.01). The expected probability of meeting596
the population objective was slightly better when the population was observed perfectly597
(Table 1). When the carrying capacity was either stable or decreasing, the reactive decision598
framework set harvest levels that caused the population to settle near the lower boundary599
of the population objective (Fig. 5). We found that when the population was observed with600
error (scenario 6), this led to observed counts that were below the allowable harvest level601
(15,000) and thus harvest was closed in rare circumstances (Fig. 5). In years when the carry-602
ing capacity was increasing, the reactive decision framework appropriately allocated harvest603
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to maintain the population within the bounds of the objective, regardless of whether the604
population was observed with error.605
The value of eliminating uncertainties606
The largest ∆All (0.28) occurred when resolving all uncertainties associated with managing607
under the RMP decision framework while observing the population with error (difference608
between scenario 5 and 9; Table 2). This includes adopting an optimal decision process609
where the population size and structure is observed perfectly and there is no structural610
uncertainty. This would guarantee meeting the objective, although with an expected loss of611
annual harvest of 171 cranes. Within the ARM scenarios, we found the largest improvement612
(i.e., ∆All of 0.26) when resolving all uncertainties in the posthoc scenario (7), which did613
not include Model 1, the Generating Model, or it’s variant, Model 5. There is almost no614
improvement in meeting the population objective when the only uncertainties that require615
resolution are age-structure and structural uncertainty (i.e., choosing the best model). The616
expected benefit of resolving monitoring uncertainties was higher in an ARM framework617
(∆Partial = 0.14-0.15) than if an ARM framework is not adopted (∆Partial = 0.05, Table 2).618
Changing from the reactive to an ARM decision process always increased the prob-619
ability of meeting the population objective, regardless of resolving any additional uncertain-620
ties (Table 2; rows where resolved uncertainty contain ‘DF’). However, there was little value621
gained when changing to an ARM process if the population was observed with error and622
the model set didn’t include Model 1 (∆Partial = 0.02). In all cases of changing from the623
RMP decision process to an ARM process, there is a decrease in annual expected harvest624
(Table 2).625
Discussion626
Our findings strongly support the utility of the ARM framework to achieve population ob-627
jectives, even when model sets only include models that are known to be deficient repre-628
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sentations of true population processes. We found the single most important uncertainty to629
resolve was the appropriate decision process (Moore and Conroy 2006). The second most630
important was monitoring uncertainty, such that the true population state was known. If631
population monitoring data are highly variable due to sampling variation that can not be632
controlled and/or empirical knowledge is limited for constructing realistic population mod-633
els, ARM model sets should include a range of model types, including simple mechanistic,634
descriptive, and purely predictive models.635
An important, but surprising finding was that optimal age-specific harvest decisions636
were unnecessary to meet the population objective (Hauser et al. 2006; see Johnson et al.637
2018 for similar findings). Rather, optimal harvest decisions without regard to age-structure638
permitted meeting the objective. In fact, even when using simple population models, when639
the current age-structure was assumed, our optimal population-level harvest decisions led640
to meeting the objective when the population was observed without error. The reason for641
this was likely that the stochastic age-structure did not vary substantially and that transient642
dynamics were not extreme (see Gerber and Kendall 2016); as the discrepancy between643
the assumed and realized population age-structure increases, the probability of meeting a644
population objective will decrease (B. Gerber, unpublished data). This is an especially645
important finding, given that many migratory birds, including sandhill cranes, cannot be646
aged beyond a short immature period, so age-specific harvest allocations are not practical.647
Learning within Adaptive Management648
Learning is an important component of ARM, insofar as it improves predictions for future649
management decisions (Williams 2011a). In most ARM programs, the model set is com-650
posed of a small set of hypothesized process-driven models (Johnson et al. 1997). Therefore,651
learning within the ARM process is specifically focused on better understanding the fun-652
damental components of the ecological process, which should ideally provide more robust653
predictions of the system, even when observations range outside of past conditions. We654
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highlight an alternative approach in selecting a model set; we included population models655
that were motivated by underlying dynamics of sandhill cranes (e.g., Models 2-4), as well656
as purely functional models, such as the autoregressive time-series model (Model 1) and the657
moving three year estimator (Model 6).658
Our model sets recognize that in some or all years, empirically parameterized crane659
population models may poorly represent the true dynamics, either because of monitoring un-660
certainties or because the dynamics that are governing population change are poorly captured661
(e.g., Model 3 is density-independent, while the Generating Model is density-dependent). As662
such, our ‘learning’ is aimed at identifying the most useful predictive model(s) in the set for663
a given set of circumstances. Our goal for learning is to provide the best predictions to make664
harvest decisions that will meet our management objectives, not necessarily to perfectly665
characterize the system. Ideally, we would most benefit if we could identify a model that666
captures the fundamental aspects of the true system processes, but we acknowledge that this667
is not always feasible. A potential risk of this approach is that all models may do poorly668
when faced with highly different observations than what is typical. Here, process-driven669
models are especially useful.670
Perhaps though, the expectations of identifying ecological hypotheses with correct671
dynamics should be tempered, based on the ease with which model weight can accrue with672
incorrect models, even in the presence of the correct model (this study; Conn & Kendall673
2004); this can happen when models have different variance structures (e.g., some models’674
predictions are highly precise compared to others) or when the observational process isn’t675
corrected for and masks the true population trajectory. It is satisfying that the ARM learn-676
ing process correctly identified the Generating Model with 100% weight, but only when the677
population size and age-structure was annually observed without error. Thus, if monitor-678
ing data were accurate and we hypothesized the true population process, we could quickly679
identify it as the best ecological model through model weight updating (≥ 0.9 model weight680
in less than ten years). However, more commonly than not, this is unlikely to be the case681
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and it should be recognized that a set of poorly realistic models and imprecise monitoring682
can cause misleading ecological learning about the system. For example, in our scenario683
1, the model set included the Generating model, but no weight was given to it because we684
observed the population with error and did not know the true age-structure. Furthermore,685
even when we did observe the population perfectly, the Generating Model was well supported686
for only part of the simulation, likely due to the assumption of age-structure. However, a687
set of poorly realistic models and imprecise monitoring may not jeopardize ARM’s ability to688
improve management decisions and perform better than a reactive approach, as long as the689
model set in total provides robust predictions.690
The quality and rate of learning in ARM will likely depend on whether model param-691
eters are updated along with the model weights on an annual basis, at longer time periods,692
or not at all. Our models varied in whether parameters were annually updated based on693
new data (Models 1-2) or not (Models 3-6). Being able to update model parameters is likely694
a more efficient way to learning, improving predictions, and thus improving management695
decisions. However, whether parameters can be updated depends on whether monitoring696
or additional research is being done jointly to estimate demographic parameters, such as697
survival. This will likely be unique to different programs. For RMP sandhill cranes, survival698
is not monitored annually and thus updating it is not feasible. Additional research should699
identify the value of information of model parameter updating at multiple time scales.700
Lastly, learning within ARM depends on how we measure the discrepancy between701
model predictions and observed state variables. Updating model weights using Bayes the-702
orem is a logical and powerful approach. However, there are important consequences that703
should be noted. If a model poorly predicts in a given year, the P (Nt+1|Modeli,t) can be704
approximated (e.g., rounding or discretization of an empirical distribution) at zero, such that705
the updated weight for model i will be zero, ensuring its effective removal from the model706
set. This is simply an outcome of using Bayes theorem. If all models poorly predict the707
new observation with a probability of zero, no model updating can be performed. Similarly,708
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we found it common that models with the largest prediction variances accumulated most709
of the weight. The P (Nt+1|Modeli) accounts for both the bias and precision of a model’s710
prediction, which may lead to giving models that are highly imprecise and somewhat biased711
more weight, compared to other models that are based on more reasonable hypotheses, but712
are overly precise (Appendix S1: Fig. S3).713
Sandhill crane management714
For sandhill crane management, there is a higher risk of not meeting the RMP population715
objective by managing under the current reactive framework, compared to an ARM frame-716
work. By explicitly recognizing the uncertainty about how the population will change from717
one year to the next, there is an inherent conservatism in harvest decisions compared to718
a reactive decision process. The primary deficiency in the RMP harvest framework occurs719
when the carrying capacity is stable or declining. In either case, harvest is allocated to a720
degree that causes the population to be pushed to and sometimes below the lower bound of721
the population objective (17,000), regardless of whether the population is monitored without722
error. This occurs even with compensation up to natural mortality. We can expect the pop-723
ulation to decline more sharply and to a greater extent outside of the population objective724
if harvest mortality is less compensatory or is strictly additive to natural mortality.725
We found that the reactive decision framework performed well when the carrying726
capacity increased, thus dampening negative density-dependent processes, which caused in-727
creases in survival and juvenile productivity and led to population increases beyond the728
population objective when unharvested. When the total population size was observed with729
or without error, this decision framework kept the population from exceeding the upper730
population objective. This was not the case for ARM scenarios when the population was731
observed with error; monitoring uncertainty led to the population models not predicting732
the increasing population quick enough in order to increase harvest at the appropriate rate.733
However, the simulated RMP decision process relied on accurate knowledge of juvenile re-734
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cruitment (Pt). If Pt was biased low, it would decrease harvest and thus allow the population735
to exceed the upper population objective, depending on the level of bias, while the reverse736
is true if Pt was biased high (B. Gerber, unpublished data).737
As with many animal populations involving anthropogenic take, management deci-738
sions related to allowable take or how the type of regulations (e.g., daily bag limit, season739
length) translates into the number of individuals taken is not exact nor even straightfor-740
ward (Nichols et al. 1995). Managers usually only have partial control over harvest decisions741
(Williams 2011a). While we did not explicitly investigate the uncertainty regarding partial742
controllability, there are some important considerations for sandhill crane decision making.743
Most important is that the RMP annual harvest is routinely lower than the total allowable744
annual harvest (although this proportion is increasing) and that allocation fulfillment varies745
across breeding and wintering states; Appendix S2: Fig S1). We can expect harvest deci-746
sions would likely have a lesser impact on the population than indicated in our results and747
perhaps increase the probability of meeting the population objective in years the population748
is stable without harvest. Conversely, this may also lead to increased probability that the749
population exceeds the objective in some years. Accounting for partial controllability could750
be done simply, given that the allocation harvest and estimated harvest by state are known751
(Appendix S2); if the Generating model was affected only through partial fulfillment of the752
harvest allocation and the models also adjusted for it, we expect our results to be similar,753
except that allocated hunting permits would exceed harvest.754
Conclusion755
Ultimately, the decision to adopt an ARM framework will depend on whether managers756
decide the benefits of the ARM process outweigh the cost of its increased complexity, com-757
pared to the simplicity, but increased risks of the current reactive process. We found the758
current RMP crane decision process performed adequately overall. A major limitation of759
non-model based decision frameworks, is the difficulty of accommodating future necessary760
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changes in a logical way (e.g., changes in the timing of management decisions, partial con-761
trollability). By using a coherent and logical approach to population prediction and decision762
making, such as ARM, there is a foundational basis to implement future changes as needed763
(e.g., altered system models to accommodate climate change). However, as of yet, despite764
the lack of motivating theory and reactive nature of the RMP crane decision process, the765
RMP objective has been met in every year since 1997, except for one. The lack of a current766
problem is a strong motivation for decision makers to maintain the status quo, avoiding the767
short-term costs of modifying the decision process. Crane managers would need to consider768
the potential consequences of the two decision processes and decide whether the trade-offs769
in logical complexity and increased expected performance in meeting objectives outweighs770
limited functional simplicity that has been shown to perform adequately, so far.771
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Table 2: Comparing scenarios to evaluate the improvement in meeting the population objec-
tive when all (All Uncertainties; ∆All) or partial (Partial Uncertainties; ∆Partial) uncertainties
are resolved and the consequences to changes in expected harvest management decisions for
the Rocky Mountain Population (RMP) of sandhill cranes.
Scenario Resolveda Unresolveda Model Setb Change in Prob Change in Expected
Comparison Uncertainty Uncertainty (Meeting Objective) Harvestc
All Uncertainties (∆All) Pop, SS, Models, DF .. .. 0.28 -170.45
Pop, SS, Models .. M2-4, M6 0.26 175.36
Pop, SS, Models .. M1-4, M6 0.14 82.77
Pop, SS, Models .. M1-6, Truth 0.15 79.46
SS, Models .. M1-4, M6 0.00 160.17
SS, Models .. M2-4, M6 0.00 18.17
Models .. M1-6, Truth 0.00 -7.08
Partial Uncertainties (∆Partial) Pop DF .. 0.05
c 7.01
Pop SS, Models M1-6, Truth 0.15 61.29
Pop SS, Models M1-4,6 0.14 -77.39
SS Models M1-6, Truth 0.00 25.24
DF Pop, SS, Models M1-4, M6 0.14 -246.21
DF Pop, SS, Models M1-6, Truth 0.13 -242.90
DF Pop, SS, Models M2-4, M6 0.02 -338.79
DF SS, Models M1-4, M6 0.23 -330.62
DF SS, Models M1-6, Truth 0.23 -188.62
DF Models M1-6, Truth 0.23 -163.37
Pop, DF SS, Models. M1-4, M6 0.28 -323.60
Pop, DF SS, Models. M1-6, Truth 0.28 -181.60
Pop, SS, DF Models M1-6, Truth 0.28 -156.36
a Uncertainty includes monitoring population abundance (Pop), age-structure (SS), models
(Models), and the decision framework (DF). A resolved DF indicates that an ARM framework
is used, while unresolved indicates the RMP framework. If DF is not included in a row then
the probability of meeting population objective is being considered between ARM scenarios.
b The model set indicates the scenario with unresolved uncertainty (see Table 1).
c Harvest is not a specific objective and does not effect the value of information. It is a by-
product of the system and decisions made to meet the objective.
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Box 1. Simulation Workflow: For each of nine scenarios, we simulate sandhill crane popula-896
tion dynamics and make annual harvest decisions to evaluate the robustness of meeting our897
population objective. Scenarios vary in the decision framework, whether the population is898
observed with error, and for the adaptive management framework, the model set.899
900
Figure 1. As part of the Generating Model, we define a) stochastic carrying capacity over901
time (one realization), b) proportion of breeders under different population sizes in relation902
to carrying capacity, c) fecundity per capita under different population sizes in relation to903
carrying capacity, and d) mean survival by age under different population sizes in relation to904
carrying capacity. The vertical line at 1 indicates when the population is at carrying capacity905
906
Figure 2. The expected true (top) or observed (bottom) annual probability of meeting the907
Rocky Mountain Population sandhill crane objective for different scenarios using an adap-908
tive management framework for making harvest decisions. The legend indicates the scenario909
number, decision process, monitoring type, knowledge of age-structure (SS), and whether910
the model set included the true model.911
912
Figure 3. Population dynamics and expected population predictions from the weighted aver-913
age of the model set for six adaptive resource management scenarios that vary in model set,914
whether the population is observed with error, and whether the age-structure is observed915
annually. The population, observed population, and predicted population are presented at916
their means and 95% quantiles. The gray area indicates the RMP population objective. SS917
is age-structure. Scenario 9 indicates optimal decision making using the Generating Model,918
such that there is no structural uncertainty.919
920
Figure 4. Model weights through time for six adaptive resource management scenarios that921
vary in the model set with whether the population is observed with error, and whether the922
40
age-structure is observed annually or assumed. M1-6 indicates Models 1-6, True M indicates923
the Generating Model, and SS indicates age-structure.924
925
Figure 5. Annual probability of meeting the objective for the Rocky Mountain Population926
of sandhill cranes (1st row), mean total harvest and 95% quantiles (2nd row), and population927
dynamics when the population is observed with and without error (mean and 95% quantiles;928
3rd row, Harvest decisions are made using the RMP decision framework (Scenario 5 and 6).929
The gray area of the third row figures indicates the RMP population objective.930
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